DEVELOPMENTAL HOCKEY RULES
Developmental Hockey is limited to 20 skaters per session and only authorized personnel may provide
private lessons on the sessions.

1. Skates, helmet, face mask, and hockey gloves must be worn during developmental hockey;
adult players, age 18 and over must wear a helmet, face mask is optional. It’s highly
recommended that all persons under the age of 18 wear full hockey equipment. No one may
assume the role of playing the goalie position without wearing the appropriate goalie
equipment.
2. Players must sign in and pay before stepping on the ice. Players may use their
developmental hockey pass or pay the walk-on fee. Players that fail to do so will be asked to
leave the ice and sign in. Management reserves the right to prohibit any player from entering
the ice who has not paid outstanding debts.
3. Each session has a start and end time. Players may not go out earlier than their paid session
start time. Players must leave the ice when their session ends regardless of when they got
on the ice.
4. Please label all personal belongings and equipment for identification purposes and keep
them in your hockey bag.
5. Hockey pucks are not provided. No white pucks allowed.
6. Please remember to bring all necessary personal belongings on to the ice at the beginning
of the session. Leaving the ice for any reason is discouraged.
7. Developmental hockey skills only are to be practiced. This is not a pick-up hockey session.
There will be no games, no one on ones, no two on ones, etc.
8. Care and right of way must be given to coaches.
9. The radio is not to be played during developmental hockey.
10. Walking on the ice in street shoes is prohibited. You must have skates on.
11. No skate aides on the ice.
12. No double blade skates are allowed on the ice.
13. No food or gum is allowed on the ice.
14. No spectators are allowed in the hockey boxes.
15. No pucks or sticks on the ice – ever- if other non-hockey skaters are present.
16. All doors are to remain closed while pucks are on the ice.
17. No player may take off his/her helmet or raise his/her face mask while on the ice or in the
boxes.
18. Do not shoot if the door behind the net is open.
19. Cones, sticks, passing blocks, etc. Are not to be placed on the ice by anyone other than
staff.
20. Players may not involve themselves in activities which could alter the ice surface or damage
the arena.
21. If a stick breaks, all pieces must be immediately removed from the ice.
22. Pucks must be off the ice at the close of the session. Nets are to be pushed to the exit door
where the nets are stored by the end of the session.
23. Players may be expelled from the ice without refund, or credit by Owens Center staff for
reasons including, but not limited to, disruption and hazard.
24. Rude or unsportsmanlike behavior and/or language will not be tolerated and may result in
expulsion from the ice. Management reserves the right to terminate the disruptive or rude
behavior.
25. Skaters are to remain on their feet at all times. Players who fall should get back up
immediately. No sliding, laying or wrestling allowed.
26. Please report all broken glass or damage to the front desk.
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